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The new Healthcare.AI™ Optimization Services by Health Catalyst help healthcare systems
expand the use of AI (augmented intelligence) across the organization. The team provides expert
guidance to deliver AI in your BI (business intelligence) tools, train your team to use and interpret
AI, and help your team understand AI methods to drive improvement.

Intended Users
• Chief information officers
• Chief medical information
officers

• Chief analytics officers
• Analysts

Success stories
For examples of how
customers have used Health
Catalyst products and
services to improve
outcomes, see our success
stories at healthcatalyst.com

Contact us
For more information on
how Health Catalyst
products and services can
help your organization,
please contact us:

The problem
Many healthcare organizations have begun to integrate AI tools or talent into their analytics but
have been unable to demonstrate value from these efforts. Leaders and analysts struggle to
integrate AI into BI tools and reports, or they misinterpret the analytics. This makes it difficult to
know if AI is working or how to adjust to make it work better.

Our approach
Our Healthcare.AI Optimization Services help significantly expand the understanding and
outcomes of AI in analytics—and improve your success rates—by providing expert data
scientists to help you deliver AI in your BI tools and drive adoption through advanced domain
training.
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• Reach out to your
sales representative
• Call us at
(855) 309-6800
• Email us at
info@healthcatalyst.com

Benefits and features
• Deliver effective AI right in your BI tools. Within your existing BI tools or Health Catalyst
analytics accelerators or products, our team will help you build AI-driven BI reports.

• Drive adoption through expert training. Our data scientists will train your team to use and
interpret AI capabilities (e.g., what does it mean when a changepoint has been detected?) and
on how the calculations work (e.g., how do different changepoint detection algorithms work?).

This document provides an overview of the technology that is offered by Health Catalyst. We are continuously improving our Technology and reserve the
right to make changes in the features shown herein or to discontinue any technology at any time without notice or obligation. Some technology may not
be available for deployment based on product status or because it was not included in your Order Forms.
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